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INTRODUCTION

THE QUALIFICATION

The purpose of the qualification is to build on the learner’s knowledge and
skills in End User Computing. The course will provide a balanced learning
experience that will lay the foundation for access to further education,
lifelong learning and productive employment. It will empower graduates to
operate confidently in the South African End User Computing environment
and to respond effectively to the challenges of the economic landscape. The
qualification addresses the need for nationally recognized qualifications
based on unit standards. This aspect allows learners with work experience in
the field to obtain recognition for prior learning. The course also presents
theoretical concepts of End User Computing. This ensures better-informed
workers and promotes higher industry standards.

The qualification was designed to allow learners to meet the requirements
for a national qualification by accumulating the essential credits via short
learning programs or workplace practical experience or both. It also allows
learners to achieve the qualifications through recognition of prior learning,
internship schemes or formal training. The level is foundational and broad,
allowing maximum mobility between qualifications. Apart from the
workplace needs the course will address, it is also designed as an entry-level
qualification into most further education and training fields, because of the
wide application of End User Computing in any environment.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES





Help Desk Officer
Project Administrator
Call center administrator
Application Support

PROGRAM ENTRANCE CRITERIA


A QUALIFYING LEARNER WILL BE ABLE TO:
 Competently apply the knowledge, techniques & skills of End User
Computing applications in the workplace.
 Understand the impact and use of Information Communication &
Technology (ICT) in an organization and society.
 Improve Communication by combining communication skills with End
User Computing skills.
 Improve the application of mathematical literacy in the workplace, by
better utilizing applicable End User Computing Applications

NQF level 2 or Grade 9
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CURRICULUM

EXIT LEVEL OUTCOMES



















Basic Principles of Information and Communication Technology
Basic Electronic Communication: MS Outlook
The Internet and World Wide Web: Internet Explorer
Researching and Creating Basic Presentations: MS PowerPoint
Enhancing Presentations: MS PowerPoint
Creating Basic Spreadsheets: MS Excel
Editing and Enhancing Spreadsheets: MS Excel
Working with Advanced Spreadsheets: MS Excel
Creating Basic Word Processing Documents: MS Word
Enhancing and Editing Word Processor Documents: MS Word
Advanced Word Processing Concepts: MS Word
Creating Effective Databases: MS Access
Communication Fundamentals
Numeracy Fundamentals
Project Management Essentials
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Demonstrate an understanding of applying Graphical User Interface
(GUI)-based Word Processing Application skills in the Workplace.
Demonstrate an understanding of applying Graphical User Interface
(GUI)-based Presentation Application skills in the Workplace.
Demonstrate an understanding of applying GUI-based Spreadsheet
Application skills in the Workplace.
Demonstrate an understanding of applying GUI-based Electronic Mail
Application skills in the Workplace.
Demonstrate an understanding of applying GUI-based Web Browser
Application skills in the Workplace.
Improve Communication by combining communication skills with End
User Computing skills.
Improve the application of mathematical literacy in the workplace, by
better utilizing End User Computing Applications.
Demonstrate an understanding of the use of Information
Communications & Technology (ICT) in an organization & the impact it
has on societies.

LIFE CYCLE

FAQ
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Will a lack in IT knowledge negatively affect my learning?
No, it will not. Where a gap is identified, training will be implemented before the actual
curriculum starts.
What other noteworthy characteristics does a career in IT have?
Continuous research & keeping up with the latest technology is key to stay current and in
the market. You will be mentored on how to keep yourself up to date with the latest
technology.
In what way have some other students found success through OTBC?
 “In 2010… I started my own business. …I am also now a registered assessor and a
moderator. I can truly say that the company’s slogan is true - Added Knowledge with
Guaranteed Growth.” - Nigel Johannes
 “It’s amazing to see how much one can achieve with dedication, hard work and
perseverance. You made it possible for me to earn an education, as well as learn
valuable life lessons and create wonderful memories. For that I thank you OTBC!” Candice Oliver
 “When l came to OTBC l didn’t have much knowledge of a computer but now l can say
l`m a genius. Without my facilitator l was never going to achieve this. OTBC has
touched my life in many ways...” - Wadzanai Wilson
What makes OTBC different when focusing on learning, student life and exposure to career
opportunities?
Qualifications recognized by MICT Seta; recognition of prior learning; courses that target
skills needed in the industry; practical internship and job placement opportunities; and
individual attention in small class arrangements.
Does the college offer well equipped training rooms?
Yes we do. Every learner will have his or her own workstation. Internet access is free. Full
time learners receive a tablet with wireless access while at college. We also have study
cubicles available for our learners.
Does the college have passionate and skilled lecturers, as they are partly responsible for
my success in the future?
 “My lecturer gave me the courage to do what I love and to look forward to new
challenges in life and my study career.” - Cordene Sago
 “OTBC is one of the best colleges in Cape Town! Their students are their first priority
and they definitely live up to their promises.” - Danielle David
Will staff be able to assist me with any queries relating to work and life?
 Yes, with an appointment they will gladly assist where needed.
 “The college has been very flexible in accommodating individual requirements, which
suited my lifestyle perfectly.” - Rory Thomas

WHAT IS AN ETQA?
(EDUCATION AND TRAIN ING QUALITY ASSURANC E)

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
WHAT IS THE SOUTH AFRICAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY
(SAQA)?

ETQA’s were established as part of the SAQA structure to ensure consistency
and quality in training and education across all fields.

A statutory body responsible for overseeing the development and
implementation of the NQF.

UNIT STANDARD AND AS SESSMENT STANDARDS

WHAT IS THE NQF?
NQF stands for National Qualifications Framework; in short, the NQF is the
set of principles and guidelines by which records of learner achievement are
registered to enable national recognition of acquired skills and knowledge,
thereby ensuring an integrated system that encourages life-long learning.
WHAT IS A QUALIFICAT ION?
A Qualification is a learning outcome, made up of a cluster of unit standards,
including fundamental, core and elective learning. This is to ensure that
learners are not only competent in a particular field, but that they are
developed holistically with competence in inter alia, communication and
numeracy etc. This is subject to the definition and rules of combination as
defined in section 8(1) of the national Skills Body Regulations.
WHAT IS A UNIT STANDARD?
A unit standard describes the desired education and training outcomes and
their assessments criteria of learning for which the learner will get credits. A
combination of relevant unit standards makes up a qualification.

A unit standard describes the desired education and training outcomes and
their assessments criteria of learning for which the learner will get credits. A
combination of relevant unit standards makes up a qualification.
3 KEY PARTS OF A UNI T STANDARD CREDIT:




Shows the notional hours of learning. 1 credit = ± 10 hrs.
Level: Shows at which level of the NQF standard.
Learning assumptions: Indicates the level of skill and knowledge required
of a learner attempting this standard.

BENEFITS OF UNIT STANDARDS






Building blocks to a qualification
Employable
Recognition
Enhancement, marketable
A learning pathway is created

BENEFITS OF BEING PART OF THE PROCESS
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Enables employees to promote planned approaches towards improving
the competences and productivity of their workforce.
Establishes quality control mechanisms in terms of training outcomes.
Access to the learnership funding, including a learnership allowance to
supplement wages and salaries for new employees.

LEARNING CULTURE

MEASURING OUTCOMES
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WHAT OTBC OFFERS

VISION, MISSION AND CORE VALUES



OUR VISION






TABLET COMPUTERS: We offer tablet computers as part of your
curriculum. This can be used for projects, assignments and browsing the
internet.
JOB PLACEMENTS: We place our students in top companies after
completing their studies. You will only be placed based on how hard you
work and your practical ability shown.
INTERNSHIPS: We send our students on an internship Program to gain
working experience.
GRADUATION: This takes place after you have completed your studies.

On The Ball Computers seeks to help develop South Africa into a knowledgebased society by encouraging more people to become educated and develop
their skills as a means of contributing to economic growth.
OUR MISSION
Our mission is to help sustain individuals’ livelihood through training and
linking future technology trends with our training programs. We want to
expand OTBC into a franchise and grow and sustain under-privileged
communities in IT.
CORE VALUES





Fast and Efficient – we save our clients time
Loyal and Trustworthy - Our clients feel save and loved
Relationship building - listening to our clients’ needs and fulfilling them
Added knowledge and guaranteed growth – we want to add value to
organizations and individuals.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Photos from past Training and Awareness Campaigns in the local community.
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OTBC - CODE OF CONDUCT

SATISFIED CLIENTS

O = OBEDIENCE

University Of Cape Town
City Of Cape Town
Cape Administration
Western Cape Education Department
Department of Housing
Provincial Government
CTICC
Inspectorate Gazelle Testing Services
Chevron
Department of Health

 To obey all rules and regulations of the college.
 Assignments, tasks and work will be completed first time asked.
 Respecting command of authority.
T = TRUST
 Be true to who you are, your strengths and what you are producing.
 Have the best interest of the college and command of authority at heart.

CapeStorm
Pronto Kleen
Stowe Holdings
Truworths
RamGroup
Groote Schuur Hospital
George Hospital
Alexandra Hospital
Somerset Hospital
Worcester Hospital

B = BELIEF


CONTACT
Having faith in your ability to be successful and be faithful to complete.

C = COMMITMENT


Transforming a promise, into a reality.

On the Ball College
4th Floor Deneb House
368 c/o Browning and Main Road
Observatory Cape Town 7925
Entrance in Browning Road
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T: 021 447 0979
F: 086 547 2298
E: info@ontheballcollege.co.za
www.ontheballcollege.co.za

